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%hide
import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib
from numpy import *
from pylab import 
zeros,ones,diag,imshow,gray,imread,savefig,inv,arange,subplot
from pylab import cm
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft2,ifft2
from scipy.ndimage import filters,morphology,measurements
from scipy.ndimage.interpolation import rotate
def normalize(v): return v/norm(v)
def max1(v): return v*1.0/amax(v)
def show(image,**keys): imshow(real(image),**keys); gray(); 
savefig("temp.png")
def logshow(image): imshow(log(1.0+abs(image))); gray(); 
savefig("temp.png")
def make1d(image):
    return image.reshape(prod(image.shape[:-1]),image.shape[-1]) 

       

Let's start by generating the image of a star in front of a grayscale gradient, with noise added to everything.  The

goal of edge detection is to find the edges around the object (the star in this case).

image = zeros((100,100))
image[20:80,20:80] = 1.0
image = maximum(rotate(image,45,reshape=false),image)
xs,ys = meshgrid(linspace(0.0,1.0,100),linspace(0.0,1.0,100))
image = maximum(image,xs) + random.normal(0.0,0.1,size=(100,100))
show(image) 



       

Gradient Computation

We first start by computing the gradient.  We had already talked about this when we talked about derivative
filters: we first compute a Gaussian convolution in order to reduce the noise, then we take a difference in order to
approximate the deriative.

I = filters.gaussian_filter(image,(2,2))
Ix = filters.sobel(I,axis=0)
Iy = filters.sobel(I,axis=1)
_=subplot(121); _=imshow(Ix); _=subplot(122); _=imshow(Iy); 
savefig("temp.png") 



       

Now what we actually want is the gradient magnitude and the direction of the gradient.  We can compute that
like this:

Im = Ix**2+Iy**2
Id = arctan2(Iy,Ix) 

       

We can visualize these gradients nicely with colors: different colors correspond to different gradient directions,

while different intensities correspond to different edge strengths.

rgb = transpose(array([Im*cos(Id/2)**2,Im*sin(Id/2)**2,0*Im]),
(1,2,0))
show(rgb/amax(rgb)) 



       

Non-Maximum Suppression

We're interested in placed where the derivative is maximal.  To find that, we need to look along the gradient to
see whether the gradient magnitude is maximal at a given pixel.  It is sufficient to do this for four directions

spaced 45 degrees apart.  Therefore, we classify the gradient direction at each location into one of those four

classes.

ds = mod(floor(0.5+4*Id/pi)+4,4)
show(ds) 



       

print amin(ds),amax(ds) 

       0.0 3.0

Let's add a small function for relative addressing of arrays.

def at(A,i,j):
    if i!=0: A = roll(A,i,axis=0)
    if j!=0: A = roll(A,j,axis=1)
    return A 

       

Now we can compare and see whether the value at a location is a local maximum relative to its neighbors along

one dimension.



show((Im>at(Im,0,-1))*(Im>at(Im,0,1))) 

       

We don't want to carry out non-maximum suppression along just one direction, but along four directions,

masked by edge direction (i.e., non-maximum suppression should always be in a direction approximate

perpendicular to the edge).

nonmaxsup = (ds==0)*(Im>at(Im,1,0))*(Im>at(Im,-1,0))
nonmaxsup = maximum( nonmaxsup , (ds==1)*(Im>at(Im,-1,-1))*
(Im>at(Im,1,1)) )
nonmaxsup = maximum( nonmaxsup, (ds==2)*(Im>at(Im,0,1))*
(Im>at(Im,0,-1)))
nonmaxsup = maximum( nonmaxsup , (ds==3)*(Im>at(Im,1,-1))*
(Im>at(Im,-1,1)))
show(nonmaxsup) 



       

Hysteresis Thresholding

The edge map above looks like a mess, but weighted by the edge intensity, we get something reasonable.

show(nonmaxsup*Im) 



       

We'd like to just threshold this edge map.  A good way of picking the threshold is via order statistics on the

actual edges.

thr = median(Im[nonmaxsup])
print thr 

       0.00869185529194

Unfortunately, that threshold doesn't work so well.

show(nonmaxsup*Im>0.5*thr) 



       

A higher threshold loses edge segments.

show(nonmaxsup*Im>7*thr) 



       

The solution is to pick the low threshold to get edge candidates, then retain only those candidates that actually

contain at least some high valued edges somewhere.  An inefficient implementation of this idea is given here (it

can be speeded up easily).

labels,n = 
measurements.label(Im*nonmaxsup>thr,structure=ones((3,3)))
print n
for i in range(1,n):
    upper = amax(Im[labels==i])
    if upper<7*thr: labels[labels==i] = 0
edges = 1*(labels>0)
show(edges) 
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